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Abstract

In many countries, decision-making on proposals for national or regional infrastructure projects in passenger and freight transport includes carrying out a cost-benefit analysis for these projects. Reductions in travel times are usually a key benefit. However, if a project also reduces the variability of travel time, travellers, freight operators and shippers will enjoy additional benefits, the ‘reliability benefits’. Until now, these benefits are usually not included in the cost-benefit analysis. To include reliability of travel or transport time in the cost-benefit analysis of infrastructure projects not only monetary values of reliability, but also reliability forecasting models are needed. As a result of an extensive feasibility study carried out for the German Federal Ministry of Transport, Building, and Urban Development this paper aims to provide a literature overview and outcomes of an expert panel on how best to calculate and monetise reliability benefits, synthesised into recommendations for implementing travel time reliability into existing transport models in the short, medium, and long term. The paper focuses on road transport, which has also been the topic for most of the available literature on modelling and valuing transport time reliability.
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1. Introduction

The valuation of travel time reliability (also called: value of variability, VOR) has been receiving considerable attention in recent years, in freight and especially in passenger transport. The main motivation behind this focus on the VOR lies in the desire to include travel time variability in cost-benefit analyses (CBA) of transport projects and policies. But for inclusion of variability in CBA, not only VORs are needed, but also models/methods that predict the impact of infrastructure projects and other transport policies on travel time variability as well as models/methods that predict the likely behavioural responses of travellers, shippers and carriers to changes in travel time variability (as part of the transport models that are used to provide the transport inputs to the CBA).

It has been widely recognised that travellers do not only take travel time into account, but also travel time reliability. In the presence of travel time unreliability, travellers typically allow more time (headstart) for their trips in order to reduce the possibility of arriving late at their destination. Reducing the unreliability (in other words, increasing the travel time reliability) means that this extra time allowance could be decreased or avoided completely, presenting a clear user benefit. It has been argued that travel time unreliability costs are of about the same magnitude as travel time costs. Therefore, in project appraisal there may not only be user benefits in terms of travel time savings, but also in terms of travel time unreliability. By not including travel time reliability in CBA an important user benefit may be discarded, which may result in different project rankings or infrastructure not being built while including reliability benefits could mean a benefit-cost ratio above one. As such, inclusion of travel time reliability is important for assessing projects and policies.

Governments from all over the world are currently considering including travel time reliability benefits in project appraisal. At this moment, only few countries (such as Australia and New Zealand) have included travel time reliability explicitly in CBA. In various other countries (including the UK, the US, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and Germany) policy makers and researchers have started to work on these topics. This paper provides an international review of studies on forecasting travel time variability. Some of these postulate a relation between variability and travel time, others establish a variability-flow relation (similar to a speed-flow relation), controlling for factors such as seasonal variation, weather, road works, accidents, road geometry and traffic management. Besides a review of the literature, this paper also presents practical recommendations at different levels of complexity and effort on how to include reliability in project appraisal. Forecasting travel (or transport) time variability is important for both road and rail transport (potentially also for waterways transport). However, so far almost all the studies on this topic have been dealing with road transport only, and in our review of the literature we necessarily follow the same tracks. Furthermore, almost all literature on forecasting models for road travel time reliability does not distinguish between passenger cars, buses and freight transport vehicles (because a lack of reliable data to make these distinctions).

This paper is based on a project carried out for the German Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development (BMVBS)\(^1\). The research question was whether and how reliability in road, rail and inland waterways transport could be integrated into the cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of Federal Transport Infrastructure Plan in Germany (BVWP). In this paper, we will be looking at the wider issue how reliability can be included in any country’s project appraisal in the short, medium and long run, generalising the lessons learned for the German case whenever possible. The project looked at passenger and freight transport and focussed on reliability of travel (transport) time, and included an extensive review of the national and international literature, interviews with decision-makers in freight transport and interviews to collect expert opinions (from 21 teams/individuals across the world). A key event was an expert workshop on including reliability in project appraisal.

\(^1\) Now called the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVDI).
that took place on 29 November 2011 in Berlin, with 27 participants from Germany, the UK, the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway and the US.

This paper will focus on day-to-day travel time variations instead of within day variations. The day-to-day variations (i.e., variations in travel time when departing at the same time each day) are typically most of interest, as this is the uncertainty that travellers and shippers predominantly have to deal with.

Including travel time reliability in the CBA involves three issues, namely (i) deriving a monetary value of reliability: the value of reliability (VOR), (ii) incorporating the reaction of infrastructure users in passenger and freight transport to reliability in transport forecasting models, and (iii) forecasting the impact of infrastructure projects on reliability. In the Netherlands (e.g. Significance et al., 2013), the first one is typically referred to as the P-side (P of price), and the last two refer to the Q-side (Q of quantity). In the CBA for reliability benefits, in the end one multiplies P with Q. In the UK (e.g. Bates, 2010), a different distinction is made, namely the first two issues are combined into demand issues, and the third one is considered a supply issue. In this paper we will use the terms P- and Q-side.

In Section 2 we discuss which operational definition of reliability is most appropriate for including reliability in CBA. The literature on the VOR has been reviewed in a few recent papers. Therefore, our treatment of the P-side will be very brief (Section 3). In Section 4 we then describe the experiences in developing forecasting models and in forecasting methods for the impact of infrastructure projects of reliability in a number of countries (issues (ii) and (iii) mentioned above). Recommendations for the inclusion of reliability in project appraisal are presented in Section 5, and finally Section 6 gives a summary and conclusions.

2. Travel time reliability definitions and measures

2.1 Two groups of operational definitions

Many definitions of reliability of travel time or transport time are used in the literature. We are specifically looking for an operational definition that is appropriate for use in CBA (and in the transport models that provide inputs to the CBA).

In general, two main groups of commonly used operational definitions of reliability can be found in the literature. The first one defines reliability as a measure of dispersion of the travel time distribution. The standard deviation, variance, range, percentiles and derived measures such as buffer index fall into this group. This leads to the ‘mean-dispersion’ model, which in its simplest form is defined as (taking the standard deviation as the dispersion measure):

\[
U = \beta_C \cdot C + \beta_T \cdot T + \beta_R \cdot \sigma + \varepsilon
\]  

where \(U\) is the utility, \(\beta_C\) is the cost coefficient (to be estimated), \(C\) is the travel or transport cost, \(\beta_T\) is the time coefficient (to be estimated), \(T\) is the travel or transport time, \(\beta_R\) is the reliability coefficient (to be estimated), \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation of the travel or transport time distribution and \(\varepsilon\) is the disturbance term. The value of time (VOT, also referred to as the value of travel time

2 We use travel time for passenger travel and transport time for freight transport.

3 The Buffer-Index is the percentage share of additional travel time that a traveller has to leave earlier than on average in order to still be on time in 95% of the cases: \((T95-M)/M\), where T95 is the 95th percentile of the travel time distribution and M is the mean travel time.

4 In the literature this is often called the ‘mean-variance’ model. We use ‘mean-dispersion’ here, since in practice most models use the mean and another measure of the dispersion than the variance, such as the standard deviation.
savings, VTTS) may be defined as the marginal rate of substitution between travel time and travel cost in the above utility function. It can be calculated by dividing the time coefficient by the cost coefficient, i.e. \( VOT = \frac{\beta_t}{\beta_C} \). The value of reliability (the marginal rate of substitution between reliability and cost) is calculated in a similar way, namely \( VOR = \frac{\beta_R}{\beta_C} \).

The second group defines schedule delay. Following the equilibrium scheduling model of Vickrey (1969) and Small (1982), the scheduling consequences of reliability are expressed as the expectation on the number of minutes one arrives (or departs) earlier or later than one’s preferred arrival (departure) time. The Vickrey/Small utility function has the following form:

\[
U = \beta_C \cdot C + \beta_T \cdot T + \beta_{\text{Early}} \cdot \text{Early} + \beta_{\text{Late}} \cdot \text{Late} + \epsilon
\]

where \( \beta_{\text{Early}} \) is the coefficient on early arrival (to be estimated), \( \text{Early} \) is the schedule delay early (in number of minutes earlier than preferred), \( \beta_{\text{Late}} \) is the coefficient on late arrival (to be estimated), and \( \text{Late} \) is the schedule delay late (in number of minutes later than preferred).\(^5\) The value of schedule delay early (\( VOSDEarly \)) and late (\( VOSDLate \)) can be calculated as \( VOSDEarly = \beta_{\text{Early}} / \beta_C \) and \( VOSDLate = \beta_{\text{Late}} / \beta_C \).

There is a theoretical equivalence relation (under certain assumptions) between the Vickrey/Small scheduling approach (after taking expectations) and an approach using the mean and the standard deviation of travel time (Bates et al., 2001; Fosgerau and Karlström, 2010).\(^6\) Therefore, it is theoretically possible to calculate a dispersion measure (and hence a VOR) from a departure time choice model. The best approach will depend on how one can obtain the best empirical data and which model would fit best in the transport forecasting model system that is used (Börjesson et al., 2012).

In principle, it is possible to estimate both a coefficient on the standard deviation (or variance) and on the schedule delay terms. Such a utility function looks like:

\[
U = \beta_C \cdot C + \beta_T \cdot T + \beta_R \cdot \sigma + \beta_{\text{Early}} \cdot \text{Early} + \beta_{\text{Late}} \cdot \text{Late} + \epsilon
\]

In practice, it is often difficult to find significant coefficients for both \( \beta_R \) as well as for \( \beta_{\text{Early}} \) and \( \beta_{\text{Late}} \) (Hollander, 2006; Carrion and Levinson, 2012), though some authors have been able to estimate all such parameters within a single model (e.g. Tseng, 2008; Arellana et al., 2012). Note that the interpretation of the VOR derived from a pure mean-dispersion model might be different from the interpretation of the VOR from the combined model, since all scheduling costs in \([1]\) might be included in the VOR, whereas they are not all captured by the VOR derived from \([3]\). Studies that investigated the equivalence between the scheduling approach and the mean-dispersion approach using empirical data found a substantial difference in the numerical outcomes between both approaches (Börjesson et al., 2012).

Defining reliability also means defining punctuality and robustness. We define punctuality as deviations from the published timetable (so this is only relevant for public transport) and robustness

\(^{5}\) To account for uncertain travel time, expectations of all terms should be taken, as in Bates et al. (2001).

\(^{6}\) A related alternative scheduling model was presented by Vickrey (1973) and re-introduced by Tseng and Verhoef (2008). This model starts from the time-varying utility of time spent at the origin and the destination location. Fosgerau and Engelson (2011) have shown that with random travel time (independent of departure time), the optimal expected utility in this model depends only on the mean and the variance of travel time. They derived basically the same result for scheduled services. This implies that there is also an equivalence relation between the Vickrey/Tseng/Verhoef scheduling model and a model with the mean and the variance of travel time.
as what happens in the case of calamities (extreme events; so this refers to the far right-hand side tail of the travel time distribution).

2.2 The experts’ choice

We interviewed international experts\(^7\) on travel and transport time reliability. One of the questions was which operational definition of reliability they would recommend for including reliability in the CBA in the next 2-3 years (in the context of Germany, that has federal transport models which do not include scheduling models of the type discussed above; but this is true of almost every national or regional transport model used across the world for appraisal). Below is a chart of the frequency distribution of the answers of the experts. From Figure 1 it is very clear that the standard deviation has most support among the experts as a measure of reliability that can be included in the CBA in 2-3 years from now.

2.3 Proposed use of the standard deviation, arguments for and against

We also reviewed the literature on arguments for and against different operational definition and asked the experts to give their arguments for and against. With respect to the standard deviation we obtained the following arguments.\(^8\) Arguments for using the standard deviation are: (i) it has an indirect base in theory, since Fosgerau and Karlström (2010) showed the formal equivalence with the scheduling model (at least for modes without timetables, such as the car), (ii) it can be empirically measured, (iii) it is relatively easy to include in standard transport models (since it does not require including a scheduling model to the transport model, but only an extra reliability term in choices like mode and route choice), (iv) related to the previous, since it requires no formal scheduling model, it also does not require preferred arrival times (PATs), for which specific survey interviews would be needed or reverse engineering (Kristoffersson, 2011), (v) it often provides a good fit to stated preference (SP) data (choices between alternatives that differ in terms of reliability are often well explained by a model that includes the standard deviation), (vi) it can capture a residual (non-scheduling-related) value (e.g. anxiety), (vii) it is a natural way to summarise a distribution (together with the mean). Arguments against using the standard deviation are: (i) it is rather sensitive to outliers, (ii) it is dependent on other aspects (such as other moments) of the travel time distribution, though it does not properly pick up the form of the tail and skew, (iii) it is not additive over links: even when link travel times are independent of each other, simple summation of standard deviations (unlike the variance) over links will not give the standard deviation of the route that uses these links. Choosing variance may resolve the last argument, however, in a congested network, congestion spreads backwards from the original bottleneck, creating dependence among the travel times of adjacent links. In this situation, the variance is not additive over links either.


\(^8\) Arguments for and against other measures can be found in Significance et al. (2012).
Given that in most countries there will not be a national departure time choice model in the next 2-3 years, there is no other choice really than to use a dispersion measure instead of schedule delay. Within the dispersion measures, the variance could also be an option, but its advantages only apply to situations where link travel time distributions are independent, which is not very likely in practice. Models with standard deviations often perform better on stated preference (SP) data than models with variances. The buffer time (index) is frequently used in the USA and produces similar results when employing the standard deviation in case of symmetrical travel time distributions. With asymmetrical travel time distributions, which is what happens in practice, they will produce different results and some have argued the buffer time may be more realistic. However, buffer times mainly focus on avoiding being late, not being early, though this may have a cost as well. Since the standard deviation found most support from the experts, and as it can be derived from behavioural theory, we propose to use the standard deviation to measure reliability both on the P-side and the Q-side. This is also consistent with current practice in Australia and New Zealand. In the long run, it might be possible to switch to the scheduling model.

3. The value of reliability

Recent reviews of the literature on the value of reliability (the P-side) are available in the professional literature (Li et al., 2010; Carrion and Levinson, 2012) and therefore in this paper, we will review the P-side of reliability very briefly. Further reviews of methods to estimate values of reliability can be found in Tseng (2008), Small (2012) en Significance et al. (2013). These methods include the estimation of mean-dispersion as well as of scheduling and hybrid models. The data used are in most cases SP data, but some models have been estimated on revealed preference (RP) data for situations where some of the route alternatives are tolled and some untolled but congested (these latter studies used percentile measures of dispersion instead of the standard deviation; see Small, 2012). A discussion of different ways of representing reliability in an SP experiment can be found in Tseng et al. (2009).

Given our choice for the standard deviation as best measure for reliability (at least in the short to medium run), the relevant P-side outcome is the monetary value of the standard deviation of journey time. This is often expressed in the form of the reliability ratio (RR): the value of reliability (measured as the standard deviation), VOR, divided by the value of time, VOT. Table 1 (adapted from
Significance et al., 2013; also see Kouwenhoven et al., 2014, and de Jong et al., 2014) summarises empirical outcomes for various countries on the RR in passenger and freight transport that all use the same metric. Of course there is no guarantee that estimates for the standard deviation of travel time and thus for the RR are spatially transferable, so the preferred approach is estimating models on local data. More information about the international expert workshop in The Netherlands in 2004 can be found in Hamer et al. (2005). For passenger transport we obtain RRs between 0.2 and 1.5, with some concentration just below 1. The freight transport RR values are in general lower: between 0.1 and 0.4, but please note that the VOTs (used in the denominator of the RR) are substantially higher for a truck than for a car.

4. Review of travel time reliability forecasting models

In this section we look at the Q-side, i.e. we will review travel time reliability forecasting models proposed in different countries for road transport. Most of these models deal with both passenger and freight transport (cars and trucks), though many studies do not make an explicit distinction between the two.

United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom, the Department for Transport (DfT) organised a seminar in 2001 to set out the research agenda on reliability. It was agreed that the biggest knowledge gaps were on the supply side (how can reliability be explained from its influencing factors?) and most of the subsequent research has indeed been on this topic, particularly for road transport. Nevertheless, despite some progress, Bates (2010) concluded that priority should continue to be given to the supply side. Arup (2003) estimated a relation between travel time reliability and congestion, based on the observation that variability is likely to be greater as flows reach capacity. They use the so-called congestion index (CI) as a key explanatory variable of variability, where CI is defined as the ratio of the mean travel time to the free flow travel time for a journey (note: not for a link). This gives model-users a simple way of generating travel time variances from standard data that already exists on mean travel times. Reliability or variability of travel time is measured as the coefficient of variation (CV = ratio of standard deviation to mean). Relationships between CV and CI were estimated (using route data from London and Leeds) and reported in Arup (2003). It was noticed that there was a tendency for the journey CV to decline with journey length D. The ‘compromise equation’ using both the London and Leeds data was of the form (included in the latest WebTAG guidance, Unit 3.5.7):

$$CV = 0.148 CI^{0.781} D^{-0.285}$$  \[4\]

The above Arup model focuses on day-to-day variability of travel time. Frith et al. (2004) developed a model for incidents (such as car accidents) using data for dual carriageways. This model, called INCA (building on an older model called INCIBEN), explains how queues are formed when an incident happens, and can calculate benefits of fewer incidents and of additional capacity and takes account of changes in reliability. Sirivadidurage et al. (2009) extended INCA to include day-to-day variability as well, and also to include other road interurban and rural road types than just the dual carriageways. The measure of reliability that is used for motorways (and other non-urban roads) is the standard deviation.
Table 1. Summary of the empirical findings on the reliability ratio (the value of the standard deviation of travel time versus travel time)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Model and data</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Car</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVA (1996)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>0.36 – 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copley et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Pilot survey: 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hensher (2007)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliasson (2004)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.30 – 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmassani (2011)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>NCHRP 431: 0.80 – 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SHRP 2 CO4: 0.40 – 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert workshop of 2004</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Latent class model on SP data</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Commuting: 0.4 Busiess: 1.1 Other: 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Train</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOC (2002)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>is 0.6 – 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramjerdi et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Short trips: 0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long trips: 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert workshop of 2004</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Latent class model on SP data</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Commuting: 0.4 Busiess: 1.1 Other: 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bus/tram/metro</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVA (2000)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramjerdi et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Short trips: 0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long trips: 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert workshop of 2004</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Latent class model on SP data</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Commuting: 0.4 Busiess: 1.1 Other: 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramjerdi et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Latent class model on SP data</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Business: 0.7 Other: 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Road freight</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowkes (2007)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Shippers: 0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Own-account: 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halse et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Shippers: 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carriers: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall: 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Logit on SP data</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Shippers: 0.9 Carriers: 0.28 Overall: 0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Australia and New Zealand**

In Australia and New Zealand, the Australian Transport Council (2006) and the NZ Transport Agency (2010) adopt the standard deviation of travel times as a measure of travel time unreliability. Both countries use the same method to calculate standard deviations. Similar to the method proposed in the UK, it computes the standard deviation as a function of the level of congestion on a road. Instead of using a congestion index, the volume-capacity ratio is used to describe the level of congestion on a specific road section or intersection. The following equation is used for calculating the standard deviation on a link/intersection level:

$$\sigma = s_0 + \frac{s - s_0}{1 + \exp[b(V/C - 1)]]}$$  \[5\]

where $s_0$ is the lowest (uncongested) value of the standard deviation, $s$ is the maximum (congested) value, $V/C$ denotes the volume-capacity ratio, and $b$ is a parameter. These values are different for different road types and intersection section types. For example, for a motorway, $s_0 = 0.083$, $s = 0.90$, and $b = -52$, for an urban arterial road $s_0 = 0.117$, $s = 0.89$, and $b = -28$, for a signalised intersection $s_0 = 0.120$, $s = 1.25$, and $b = -32$, while for an unsignalised intersection $s_0 = 0.017$, $s = 1.20$, and $b = -22$. In order to compute the route standard deviations, the square of all standard deviations is taken (creating variances), then summed along each route, and then a square root is taken. This way of obtaining the route standard deviation clearly ignores possible correlations between roads and intersections.

Wang (2014) contains a description of the road travel time reliability model for New South Wales (Australia). It explains the buffer time (defined as the 95th percentile minus the median of the travel time distribution) as a function of day-to-day traffic variation and road incidents (including the likelihood of being impacted by an incident and incident delay). This equation can be applied to data from a traffic flow model in combination with crash statistics. In project appraisal, the resulting predicted buffer time is given the same weight per minute as travel time.

**The Netherlands**

In The Netherlands, Besseling et al. (2004) try to develop a practical and provisional way to include variability in CBA and recommend, based on a literature research, multiplying the travel time benefits by 1.25 to include variability.

Meeuwissen et al. (2004) developed the model SMARA, which adopts a Monte Carlo simulation approach in order to create travel time distributions. In each simulation run, it takes a specific instance from the supply and demand distributions, and then computes a static user equilibrium assignment assuming vertical queues. Since the static assignment procedure does not consider horizontal (physical) queues as a (quasi) dynamic model would, the generated travel time distributions are only a rough approximation.

Efforts to include travel time variability in the Dutch National Model (LMS) for transport and the related New Regional Models (NRM) are reported in Kouwenhoven et al. (2005). The objective of this study was to develop a tool to predict future travel time reliability of networks, using exogenous variables that are available in the model (traffic intensity, speed, route length, speed limit). The study only deals with road traffic (though the model system is multimodal). Induction loop detectors provided speeds and traffic intensity measurements on the Dutch road network (in this case only highways). In the data set, the speeds and intensities are averaged over 15-minute (day-to-day) periods in the morning and evening peak, 212 routes with lengths between 2 and 120 km were identified on this network. Four reliability indicators were defined: (i) probability that a trip is ‘on time’, (ii) probability that a journey is ‘not too long’, (iii) 10th percentile of the speed distribution.
(T_{10}), and (iv) 90^{th} percentile of the speed distribution (T_{90}). The best explanatory variable for probability 'on time' and 'not too long' turned out to be speed measured as route length divided by mean journey time, with a correction for the speed limit. The two percentile measures also depend on mean travel time, mean speed limit and journey length, such that improving journey times will also improve reliability. The impact of accidents (normal and severe), road works and rainfall were included in the regressions as factors that shift the speed curve away from the speed under perfect conditions. Also there is a conversion to reliability measured as the standard deviation, which is then used together with provisional values of reliability from Hamer et al. (2005) (also see de Jong et al., 2009) to calculate the unreliability costs.

Van Lint et al. (2007) state that travel time reliability indicators are mostly related to properties of the day-to-day travel time distribution on for example a freeway corridor. They study a particular time-of-day (and day-of-week) for a longer time, such as a year. This distribution is wide and heavily skewed; it has a long right tail. These very long travel times (much longer than expected) impose the highest costs for society. From this they conclude that most of the currently used unreliability measures (variance, standard deviation) should be used and interpreted with some reservations, since they do not explicitly account for the skewness, and are sensitive to outliers. They propose an unreliability indicator that includes both a measure of the width of the travel time distribution \((T_{90} - T_{10})/T_{50}\) and of its skewness \(((T_{90} - T_{50})/(T_{50} - T_{10}))\), where T denotes percentiles.

Tu (2009) develops a function where travel time unreliability on a motorway section is explained by the traffic inflow to that section. Unreliability is measured as the difference between the 90^{th} and the 10^{th} percentile of the travel distribution (at a given traffic inflow). He defines unreliability to include both travel time variability as well as travel time instability. If the traffic is below a critical transition inflow, travel time will be certain (no variability) and stable. Between this level and the critical capacity inflow, travel time will be uncertain and unstable. Above the critical capacity inflow level (that is in a situation close to capacity where a traffic breakdown can occur any time), travel times will be more certain but the traffic flow unstable (it is very likely that a few minutes later congestion will set in with ensuing smaller flows and longer travel times). Tu’s equations for unreliability distinguish between these regimes. An approximate travel time unreliability function is given by:

\[
TTUR(q_{in}) = TTUR_0 \left(1 + \beta \left(\frac{q_{in}}{\lambda_{ctr}}\right)^{\gamma}\right)
\]

where TTUR\((q_{in})\) is the travel time unreliability for a given inflow \(q_{in}\), TTUR_0 is the free flow travel time unreliability, \(\lambda_{ctr}\) is the critical travel time unreliability inflow, and \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) are parameters. In a separate analysis, Tu relates travel time reliability to road geometry, speed limits, accidents and weather. The reliability equations were calibrated to speed measurement data (at 10 minutes intervals) at various motorways in The Netherlands (converted to travel times using a trajectory method). Li et al. (2009) proposes a dynamic network model with route and departure time choice with fluctuating network capacities. Travel time reliability is assumed to influence these travel choices via a generalized cost function, consisting of the mean travel time, the standard deviation of travel time, and early and late schedule delay components. A Monte Carlo simulation approach is adopted in order to determine the network travel time reliability is using many draws from the distribution of network capacities. An important finding is, that the travel time reliability (in terms of standard deviation) does not exhibit an increasing relationship with the mean travel time. Therefore, they conclude that a simple (often linear) relationship between the standard deviation and the mean travel time is not valid.

Hellinga (2011) analysed the relationship between the standard deviation of route travel times, versus the annual average travel time. He used data loop detector data from a single motorway and calculated travel times for 255 non-holiday workdays in 2009. Taking out extreme travel time data that occur as a result of an incident, severe weather, temporary road closures and other non-
recurrent conditions, an almost linear relationship (with $R^2$ of 0.89) was found between the average travel time ($TT$) and the standard deviation ($\sigma$):  

$$\sigma = -11.091 + 0.9589TT$$  

[7] Peer et al. (2012) try to provide simple prediction rules for variability for road traffic. They are only looking at variations in travel times that are not expected by drivers. They use two different concepts of travel time variability, depending on whether the driver has only rough or fine information on expected travel times. In the first (rough information) they assume that for a given road link expected travel time is constant across all working days. In the second (fine information), expected travel times reflect day-specific factors such as the weather or the day of the week, season. In both cases they use the standard deviation of travel time as the variability measure. Speeds from loop detectors from 145 different highway segments are used to perform separate regressions for each segment and each 15-minute period. They find both for the rough and the fine information case a positive relation between variability and mean delay (the difference between observed and free flow travel time), but the relation is not linear: the first derivative of variability with respect to mean delay is decreasing in delay. For longer delays, the relationship is close to linear.

Kouwenhoven (2014) contains model estimations on detection loop data (for motorways) and camera data (for other roads). This work is meant as the successor of Kouwenhoven et al. (2005) and the estimated models were implemented as a new post-processing module of the Dutch national model LMS and regional models NRM. The data for estimation refer to 251 working days in 2012 for 250 motorway routes (between 2 and 225 km long) and 40 non-motorway routes (between 1 and 11 km) per 15-minute period. Many different specifications were tried to explain the standard deviation of a route and time period combination, using the literature that is also reviewed in this paper. The best results are obtained when using a combination of a linear and logarithmic function for the mean delay, and an added linear term for the route length. Higher order terms were not found significant.

$$\sigma = a + b.MD + c.\ln(MD+1) + d.D$$  

[8] MD is the mean delay (the difference between observed and free flow travel time), D is route length, and $a$, $b$, $c$ and $d$ are coefficients to be estimated.

**Sweden**

In Sweden, Eliasson (2006) uses two weeks of continuous travel time measurements on 84 links on street and road in around central Stockholm. The data is split into 15-minute periods. The relative standard deviation is then calculated (this is the standard deviation of travel time divided by travel time) and explained in a regression analysis. The main explanatory variable is a measure of congestion: travel time divided by free flow travel time. Using a traffic model that can predict the amount of congestion, one can also calculate the changes in the amount of unreliability, for use in CBA. The SILVESTER model, as used in Kristoffersson and Engelson (2008) and Kristofferson (2011), is a dynamic mode, route, and departure time model including a reliability forecasting model (based on Eliasson, 2006). The departure time choice model contains terms for scheduling delays and for the standard deviation of the travel times. This model has been used to study the impacts of the Stockholm congestion charging and many alternative variants of the charging scheme. SILVESTER is one of very few operational transport models in the world where reliability affects the behaviour of travellers and where the reliability benefits do not come from a post-processing module.
Denmark

In Denmark, Fosgerau and Fukuda (2010) used speed and traffic flow measurement data on a road with four consecutive links with a total length of 11 km connecting to the city centre of Copenhagen. This data consists of minute by minute observations of travel time in the morning peak for over five months. They estimated models for the mean travel time and reliability measured as the interquartile range (75th-25th percentile), using non-parametric techniques. They found that the standardised travel distribution is far from a Normal distribution but close to a stable distribution. The latter distribution however does not give a good description of extreme delays, which are overestimated (fatter extreme right tails than observed). This could be remedied by truncating the stable distribution. They also found that the standardised travel times seem to be close to independent across links of the same route. This makes calculating the travel time distribution (or reliability) for the route on the basis of the results for the links considerably easier.

United States

In the United States, since 2005 the Transportation Research Board (TRB) has a research program SHRP2 (Strategic Highway Research Program) with four components: safety, renewal, reliability and capacity. The reliability component includes several projects to reduce and prevent non-recurrent congestion and develop a tool for identifying and evaluating the costs and effectiveness of design features (of highways) that can improve travel time reliability. Within SHRP 2, L04 studies the issue of incorporating reliability performance measures in operations and planning modelling tools. TRB SHRP2 describes congestion and reliability measures on more than 300 corridors in big metropolitan regions in the US. This report however focuses on hours and additional travel time, not on including reliability in the CBA. Within SHRP2, L03 studies analytical procedures for determining impacts of reliability mitigation strategies. In this project, models have been developed to estimate the standard deviation of (link or route) travel times as a function of the mean travel time. To be more precise, several researchers have shown an almost linear relationship between the standard deviation of route travel times and the normalized route travel time (which is the route travel time divided by the route distance). Mahmassani (2011) illustrated this on two networks (Washington DC and Irvine CA). Linear regression models were fitted on this data of the form

\[ \sigma = a + b \left( \frac{T}{D} \right) \]  

where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of (T/D) on a route (OD) level, \( T \) is the route travel time, \( D \) is the travel distance, and \( a \) and \( b \) are parameters to be estimated. The fit of this model, as indicated by the \( R^2 \), was 0.67. It was recognized that a distinction has to be made between recurrent (typical day) congestion, and non-recurrent congestion due to incidents, weather, and special events. Transportation models will typically only produce results for recurrent congestion, on which they are calibrated. Let the travel time index be defined by

\[ T_I = \frac{T_i}{T_i^0} \]  

where \( T_I \) is the travel time index for day \( i \) for a certain route and departure time, \( T_i \) is the travel time, and \( T_i^0 \) is the free-flow travel time. Let \( T_I \) denote the mean travel time index over all days. Then the following empirical relationship has been estimated, that converts the recurrent travel time index by the overall (recurrent plus non-recurrent) travel time index \( T_I^{\text{all}} \):

\[ T_I^{\text{all}} = 1.0274 T_I^{1.2204} \]  

In other words, they determine the non-recurrent travel time delays as a supplement on the recurrent travel time delays. Then in the next step another empirical relationship is estimated, that expresses the relationship between the standard deviation \( \sigma \) on a route with the overall travel time index:
Gayah et al. (2013) try to explain the phenomenon that is sometimes observed in empirical data for a single bottleneck within a small urban network that the travel time variance is larger during congestion recovery than during the onset of congestion. They develop a theoretical model for day-to-day travel time variation that includes hysteresis loops and validated this model successfully on micro-simulation data for Orlando, Florida.

Germany

In Germany a study was carried out recently for the BMVDI to estimate a function explaining the travel time reliability on motorways (Geistefeldt et al., 2014). This study used a power-law function between the standard deviation and the mean delay:

$$\sigma = a (MD)^b$$

The estimation took place on simulated data, obtained using a macroscopic traffic simulation model (that has been validated on empirical data on traffic flows and travel times that were available for a specific part of Germany (Hessen)).

All previously mentioned relations can be used to obtain the impact of a project or policy on reliability, by first taking its impact on travel time or link flow and then using the estimated relation between the standard deviation of travel time and this variable. However, some policy measures have very different impacts on travel time and travel time reliability. The introduction of a maximum speed for instance is likely to increase travel times, but may reduce variability by making speeds more homogeneous. Several projects have therefore expressed impacts on reliability without making use of travel time as intermediate variable, often by distinguishing ‘typical’ sorts of policy measures for which the impact can be looked up in a table. Examples of such studies are Mott MacDonald (2009) for UK motorways and Palsdottir (2011) for policy measures on motorways roads in The Netherlands. The reliability component of SHRP2 in the US also includes a project to develop a tool for identifying and evaluating the costs and effectiveness of design features (of highways) that can improve travel time reliability.

5. Recommendations for the medium, medium to long and long term

Based on the literature review and the results from the expert interviews and the meeting, we can say there is some kind of agreement on the methodology to use in order to assess unreliability in cost-benefit analyses, although not all researchers and experts have identical views. It is clear that it is a complex topic and that more research is needed to provide answers to several questions. Nevertheless, we feel confident that the recommendations made in this section will be in agreement with the opinion of the majority of the experts. We think these recommendations are valid for all countries and regions that carry out CBAs for project appraisal using (aggregate or disaggregate) transport models that can produce route travel times, but do not contain a departure time choice (scheduling) model.

5.1 Three methods: a simple feasible approach, an intermediate approach, an ideal approach

Below, we describe three different methods. The first method is a simple approach that can be implemented within 2 to 3 years and does not require any adjustments with respect to the transport model and has a short computation time. The second method is a more advanced approach that can be implemented within 3 to 5 years, but requires some changes to the transport model and has a longer computation time. The third method can to some extent be referred to as the ideal model.
that could be implemented in 10+ years, but requires significant changes to the transport model, and due to necessary simulations requires very long computation times.

Method 2 builds on method 1, and could be developed as an extension after first having carried out method 1. Method 3 is a different approach in several ways: if method 1 and 2 would be carried out first, some elements from these alternatives could be re-used, but several things would have to be developed again—but differently—from the start.

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the three methods, and indicates their differences. Below we describe each of these characteristics.

**Table 2: Characteristics of the three methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>The network user takes unreliability into account</th>
<th>Unreliability measure</th>
<th>Relationship unreliability vs. travel time</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>scheduling times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method 1</td>
<td>Simple &amp; feasible</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method 2</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method 3</td>
<td>Complex &amp; ideal</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first characterization is whether the user (traveller/agent in freight transport) takes unreliability into account when making travel (or shipping) decisions. In method 1, it is assumed that such influences of unreliability on the choices are absent. This is a rather strong assumption, however, it greatly simplifies the method and therefore it is a simple and easy extension. The other two methods relax this assumption by explicitly taking unreliability into account in modelling the user’s choice behaviour.

The second characterization defines which unreliability response mechanism and measure is applied. Schedule delays can only be applied if the model contains a departure time choice model and data about preferred arrival and/or departure times is available. Therefore, schedule delays are only used in method 3, while a simpler dispersion measure is used in methods 1 and 2. Note that in method 3 we also include the standard deviation on top of a schedule delay, taking direct and indirect effects of unreliability into account.

The third characterization deals with the relationship between unreliability and travel time. In methods 1 and 2 this relationship will be explicitly estimated from empirical data and then used exogenously into the model. This makes the model fast, yet less flexible. Method 3 adopts Monte Carlo simulation in order to describe the relationship between unreliability and travel time endogenously.

The fourth characterization describes whether the method applies a single scenario, or multiple scenarios. Method 1 considers a single average day, while methods 2 and 3 consider several scenarios (such as Mondays, Fridays, Holidays, special events, weather conditions). These scenarios may occur with different probabilities, and since the relationship between travel demand and travel time is nonlinear, separately considering different scenarios will provide more accurate assessments in cost-benefit analyses.

Method 1 is similar to approaches that have been implemented in practice in the UK, US, The Netherlands and Sweden (and sometimes also used in official project appraisal procedures). Method
2 resembles some of the current plans in these countries, but there are hardly any practical examples yet (an exception is the SILVESTER model for Stockholm, that also includes features of method 3). Alternative 3 clearly goes beyond today's best practice, and in some ways even beyond the state-of-the-art: further research will be needed to make this possible.

5.2 Method 1: Least comprehensive – most feasible

In this method, the transport models are not altered to include reliability. To include reliability in the CBA, a new separate reliability module will be developed, that uses outputs of the transport model to predict future values of reliability. This is a so-called post-processing module; its outputs will not feed back to the transport model: there is only a one-way-communication between the transport model and the new reliability module. A disadvantage of this is that the transport demand in the transport model and the reliability model will not be fully consistent: in reality, agents (travellers and other decision-makers in freight transport) will react to changes in reliability, and the demand that the transport models produce will not be in equilibrium with the predicted reliability levels. In this method, we assume that agents will not react to changes in reliability, and we calculate the consequences of reliability changes for society at unchanged behaviour. Such a post-processing procedure is also applied in Australia and New Zealand, although we propose to adopt a different computation method.

Figure 2 illustrates this process. At the top, the inputs are the travel demand and the infrastructure supply. For simplicity, we assume that the trip frequency choice (generation) and destination choice (distribution) models are available and have already been applied and that the input for the travel demand is an origin-destination (OD) trip matrix (over all modes). The transport model predicts route travel times and route travel costs, which are put together in the so-called generalized cost. The mode and route choice behaviour is then influenced by these generalized route costs. The unreliability (in terms of standard deviations of the travel time distribution) is assumed to be a function of route travel times. Assuming that the transport system is in a (long-term) equilibrium, we may assume that all used routes between a certain OD pair have equal travel times, hence we can consider the OD travel time. In the post-processing step, we therefore just determine the fastest paths in the network between all OD pairs based on the equilibrium travel times, and directly compute the standard deviations using the unreliability model. The OD travel times, unreliabilities, and travel costs are then multiplied with the OD trips and monetised (according to the values found on the P-side) for the cost-benefit analysis.

The unreliability model determines the route (or OD) standard deviation as a function of the route (or OD) travel time. By using relationships established for the route or OD level we avoid the problem of interdependent link travel times, since these correlations are taken on board in the route or OD travel time distribution. As found in the literature from empirical studies (among others, in the US and the Netherlands, see Section 4), there seems to be a near-linear relationship between the route standard deviation and the route travel time divided by the route distance. In other words, the route standard deviation is a (near) linear function of the inverse of the average speed on the route, see Figure 3. The predictive power of these empirically found relationships, described by the $R^2$ statistic, range for road transport from 0.6663 (USA: Mahmassani, 2011) to 0.8908 (The Netherlands: Hellinga, 2011). Using the data points with the normalized average route travel time $(T/D)$ versus the route standard deviation of travel time $(S)$ around $T/D$, the linear regression model $S = a + b \cdot (T/D)$ can be fitted on this data, where $a$ and $b$ are parameters to be estimated in the regression. Each dot in this figure represents a certain period in a day (e.g., 8:00-8:15) on a certain route. In principle it would also be possible to estimate different lines for different broad time-of-day periods (morning

---

9 Alternatively, a different time-based specification with the relative standard deviation as a function of the congestion index can be tested, as in Arup (2003) and Eliasson (2006), or as a function of mean delay, as in Kouwenhoven (2014) and Geistefeldt et al. (2014).
peak, evening peak, rest of the day, night), but this has not yet been done (we recommend testing whether these lines are significantly different).

Figure 2: Prediction model in method 1

Figure 3: Unreliability model for the standard deviation $S$ of $T/D$

We propose to estimate this relationship using recent empirical data using data for one or more years, as has been done in the models reported in Section 4. It is important to point out that extreme events (calamities), such as snow storms, flooding, or severe incidents, may have a large impact on the standard deviation, as illustrated in Figure 3. Therefore, we advise to remove these extreme events from the data before fitting the function. Hence, the standard deviation contains several sources of unreliability, namely due to recurrent congestion, road works, accidents,
unexpected weather conditions, and the random component in day-to-day variation in travel times. This will provide an approximation of the unreliability of the system, without considering robustness (sensitivity of the network to extreme events).

An alternative to the above approach would be to use an unreliability model as a function of the inflow. However, there are several drawbacks to this approach, as denoted by Hellinga (2011). First of all, the model needs to be calibrated for each route, it is unknown whether the parameters can be transferred to other routes. Secondly, it is unclear how the model will behave with different on- and off-ramps. Thirdly, policies or measures that do not influence the inflow will have no impact on the estimated travel time reliability. Therefore, we do not recommend this approach. Explaining reliability on the basis of travel time has some practical consequences. First this makes it difficult to simulate the impact of policies (such as changing the maximum speed) that have a very different effect on mean travel time and on reliability. Such policy situations can be seen as moving to a fundamentally different line, which however would be very difficult to estimate because data is lacking. For policies such as supplying additional road capacity, the estimated line can be used as it is, with mean travel time and the standard deviation moving in the same direction. Also one might argue that if the standard deviation would be proportional to travel time, than one could include reliability benefits in the CBA simply by a multiplicative factor times the travel time benefits. This argument does not hold however, because in the reliability model every travel time should be divided by its corresponding distance (e.g. at the OD level). So there still is a case for calculating the size of the reliability benefits for each route or OD.

5.3 Method 2: Intermediate

This alternative includes everything that was also in the first alternative, but extended with scenarios and a feedback loop in the prediction model that takes reliability into account in the agents’ behaviour. In method 1, the reactions of the travellers and the decision-makers in freight transport to changes in reliability are not taken into account. As in method 1, we propose to use the standard deviation as the measure that defines unreliability.

Most of the components of the prediction in method 1 are left intact; the unreliability forecasting model that follows the work described in Section 4 can be used here as well. However, we now add reliability as an influencing factor on mode choice and route choice. The proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 4.

The most important change is the inclusion of the route unreliability into the generalized cost function. This enables to take unreliability into account in the mode and route choice. Models estimated in part on stated preference data can give the relative importance of reliability in terms of variables that are in the transport models, such as time or cost equivalent units. This equivalence can be used to simulate the impact of changes in reliability on mode choice or route choice as change in travel time or cost.

Furthermore, we propose to use a set of scenarios for all kinds of days (special events, accidents, road works, day of the week, weather) using regressions equations for the standard deviation and weights for the different scenarios. Hence, instead of applying a single unreliability regression model (as in method 1), there may be multiple regression models (one for each scenario) in method 2. Please note that this does not give a full travel time distribution (as opposed to the Monte Carlo simulation that we propose in method 3).
5.4 Method 3: Ideal

In this method, reliability is measured in the form of schedule delay terms (early and late) relative to a preferred arrival time (PAT), but there may be additional influences captured by the standard deviation, which is therefore included as well. There is no scope in this method for the unreliability forecasting models as described in Section 4, since these are based on a mean-dispersion approach.

The transport model system includes not only trip frequency choice, destination choice, mode choice and route choice, but also departure time choice. All components that include the influence of time and costs can in this method also include reliability (preferably by means of logsums from the more sensitive choices appearing in the less sensitive choices). In Figure 5 the model system is depicted, where the addition of the departure time choice model is clearly visible.

The generalized costs describe the influence of travel times, costs, schedule delays, and unreliability on the travel choice behaviour. Instead of having a linear regression model in order to determine the travel time unreliability, in this framework a Monte Carlo simulation approach is adopted. In this approach, travel demand and infrastructure supply are assumed to be stochastic, in other words, not exactly known but only known by means of a certain probability distribution. Typical examples are probability distributions of the OD trips (e.g., day-to-day variations in traffic flow) and of the link capacities (e.g., variations due to weather conditions). In each simulation, specific draws from the given probability distributions are taken, providing a fixed OD matrix and fixed link capacities. Once these are known, the regular deterministic transport model can be applied. By performing many simulated draws from the distribution (typically thousands), a simulated travel time distribution is obtained. From this simulated travel time distribution, we can directly compute the mean and the
standard deviation, but also the arrival time distribution. We can also compute a schedule delay early term or a schedule delay late term for each draw. Hence, instead of including a fixed relationship between the mean travel time and the standard deviation of travel time (from empirical data), the whole distribution is simulated. This provides a large degree of flexibility in which the effect of any possible scenario can be simulated, and is not restricted to a linear relationship. In method 1 and 2, we considered the unreliability to be an increasing function of the travel time. This may not always be the case (example: decreasing the speed limit from 120 km/h to 80 km/h will increase the travel time, but may decrease the unreliability because of speed harmonisation). Such a flexible relationship as in method 3 should therefore be preferred. On the other hand, such a simulation approach is very time consuming, as for each iteration in the transport model, a Monte Carlo simulation needs to be conducted. Even with current computational power and parallelization techniques, such an approach is not (yet) feasible on practical networks. Furthermore, when relying on model predicted travel times, scheduling terms and standard deviations instead of empirical travel times and standard deviations, it is essential that the model is able to predict these values with a sufficient accuracy. Traditional static network loading techniques are not adequate, hence one has to rely on quasi-dynamic or dynamic network loading procedures in which the location of the queues and the length of the queues are explained well. This adds to the computational complexity of the whole system.

Under strict assumptions in traditional static traffic assignment models, it may be possible to avoid Monte Carlo simulations and express travel time unreliability analytically. For example, Uchida (2014) shows that travel time variances can be approximated analytically by assuming independence between link travel times or assuming fixed exogenous correlation coefficients between link flows. However, both assumptions are unrealistic and limit the applicability. As in method 2, scenarios are still used in this method, in which different days of the week or holiday periods can have different travel demand and infrastructure supply probability distributions.

This method requires a stated/revealed preference survey that goes beyond that in method 1 and 2 in that it will also include departure and arrival time as attributes or as choice alternatives (see for instance the description in Arellana et al., 2013). Also the survey should ask for PATs for the observed trip. It would be best to try to include both schedule delay terms and the standard deviation of travel time as explanatory variables for the choices made, because there may be scope for the simultaneous presence of both.
6. Summary and conclusions

For an operational definition of travel time reliability, on theoretical grounds using a schedule delay model would be best. This model includes the number of minutes that one arrives (or departs) earlier or later than the preferred arrival (departure) time. However, to implement this in a national or regional level cost-benefit analysis, the overall transport model should contain a departure time choice model. Existing national/regional passenger or freight transport models usually do not include a model for departure time choice. This rules out defining reliability on the basis of schedule delays, at least for the next few years.

For the short to medium run we choose the standard deviation of the travel (transport) time distribution as operational definition. It can indirectly be based on scheduling theory, can easily be
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\[\text{Figure 5: Prediction model in method 3}\]

\[\text{The order of the submodels will depend on case-specific empirical data; for instance it could turn out that in a specific model the departure time choice model should be above route choice, in the sense that there would be more substitution between route choice alternatives than between time periods.}\]
calculated from available data and often provides a good explanation of choices made in SP experiments. It also was the measure that was recommended by most experts that we interviewed.

The existing variation in travel time is caused by demand variation over times-of-day and between days of the week and seasons, the weather, road works and other works, accidents and extreme events and calamities. We recommend excluding the latter two influences from the operationalisation of reliability, but including all variation that travellers and freight operators (can) know in the expected time benefit and the remaining unknown variation in the reliability benefits.

To include travel time reliability (or transport time reliability for freight transport) in the cost-benefit analysis, three types of information are needed:

- Monetary values to convert reliability benefits into money units;
- A model that predicts how the infrastructure projects that need to be evaluated will influence reliability;
- A model that predicts the reactions of travellers and decision-makers in freight transport (or of more aggregate transport demand) to changes in reliability.

Most studies on travel time reliability in the international literature deal with the first issue, the P-side of reliability. Some countries now have official values of reliability available, also for reliability defined as the standard deviation of travel time. The first and second issue (together the ‘Q-side’ of reliability) have been studied to a lesser degree. Practically all of these studies on the Q-side have dealt with road transport, trying to explain the standard deviation of travel time on motorways from travel time, inverse speed, congestion or traffic flow. The data used for this were automatic induction loop speed and flow measurements or GPS data. For public transport, it is common practice in some countries to monitor the deviations from the timetable as a measure reliability, but there are very few studies on modelling the Q-side of reliability in public transport, including van Oort (2011) on urban public transport and Hollander (2006), Hollander and Liu (2008) and Hollander and Buckmaster (2010) on the reliability of buses. To our best knowledge, regression relationships as have been estimated for road transport have not been reported for rail transport yet. For rail, deviations from the timetable are often not so much caused by congestion-related factors (crowding), but by technical or logistical problems at the operational vehicle or infrastructure level. Nevertheless, it should be possible to estimate equations explaining the standard deviation of travel time from the explanatory variables, which may include technical disturbances (trains, tracks) and excess demand, but also policy measures (such as electrification) directly.

For road transport (including passenger cars, vans, trucks and buses), we distinguish 3 methods to deal with the Q-side of reliability:

- Method 1, which is relatively easy to implement in the next two-three years;
- Method 2, which would take more effort and about three-five years to implement;
- Method 3, which contains the ideal long-run solution.

In method 1, the transport model will not be changed, but its outputs in terms of road travel times between origins and destination will be used to calculate the standard deviation of travel time for the reference case (without the infrastructure project) and the policy case (with the project). This will be done using a regression for road transport at the route level that needs to be estimated on data on travel times on motorways and other main roads. This unreliability model will then be a post-processing module, that is positioned after the transport model and that will provide reliability benefits for use in the cost-benefit analysis.

In method 2, reliability will also be included in the mode choice and route choice components of the transport models. In method 3, Monte Carlo simulation will give variations in demand and capacity
that lead to differences in travel time, from which one can calculate the average and standard deviation, for use in the cost-benefit analysis.

As stated in the introduction, including travel time reliability benefits is important in economic appraisal and policy making. Methods 1 and 2 outlined above present short term and medium term solutions to include such user benefits in cost-benefit analysis, which governments can implement within five years into existing transport models.
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